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IMF Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols
Implementation Continues Relentlessly
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED States of America – It can now be reported that
despite the Gaza-Gate compromised U.S. media diversion, the
IMF, along with the Central Bank of Austria and the U.S.
Provost Marshal, continue full speed with total Wanta-ReaganMitterrand Protocols implementation.
IMF President Christine Lagarde has rejected any Timothy
Geithner U.S. Treasury delay, along with any European Central
Bank (ECB) co-mingling of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand
Protocol funds, which would be designed to bail out the
derivative holdings of Goldman Sachs, which controls the
National Bank of Greece.

TREASONOUS CO-CONSPIRATORS
Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton
admires her ‘handler’ Benjamin Netanyahu

P.S. History lesson 1993: It is important to remember
that the kidnapping of Ambassador Leo Wanta, when he
was illegally placed in a Swiss dungeon, was directly
ordered by both Bill and Hillary Clinton, along with former
U.S. President George Herbert Walker Bush and then
Israeli Cabinet official Benjamin Netanyahu, in an attempt
to raid and loot the U.S.-Israeli national security
AmeriTrust account, which was designed to proceed with
funding of Palestinian resettlement.

Ambassador Leo Wanta and Vice President Albert Gore

It is important to remember that it was then Vice
President, now year 2000 duly elected, natural born
President Albert Gore Jr. and then French President
Francois Mitterrand that issued both U.S. arrest warrants
and European INTERPOL Red Notices against Bush-Clinton
Crime Family Syndicate stooge Marc Rich, who had been
allowed by then First Lady Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton to
raid the AmeriTrust account on behalf of neocon elements
in the State of Israel.
Note: Then White House Counsel Vince Foster had been
working with then FBI Director William Sessions to finger
what was a criminal conspiracy to stop Protocol
implementation and deny the sovereign treasuries of
various nations their proper credits and accruals that had
been ordered and directed by Executive Orders of U.S.
President Ronald Wilson Reagan and then French
President Francois Mitterrand.
P.P.S. What followed was the assassination of Vince
Foster ordered by Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton and Bush

Crime Family Syndicate asset and Israeli Mossad agent
Loraine Fine.
Then President William Jefferson Clinton illegally fired
then FBI Director and American Patriot William Sessions
and replaced him with Bush-Clinton Crime Family stooge
Louis Freeh. This evidence is now clear cut and the
extortion friendly U.S. media continues to cover this up.

P.P.P.S. At this hour, criminal brokerage firm Goldman
Sachs, along with Marc Rich’s Swiss-based Glencore
Commodities, continue to manipulate crude oil and natural
gas prices using co-mingled Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand
Protocol funds.
They are using cross-collateralized derivatives tied to
undermargined U.S. dollar and Japanese yen cross rate
manipulated valuation. In closing, folks, the problem still
remains in the United States: a cancerous virus called the
Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate aka Bush and Bitch
that control the U.S. media with their illegal use of WantaReagan-Mitterrand Protocol funds.
The U.S. military needs to pivot, and PIVOT NOW !

One last note: It is important to remember that it was
then Vice President, now year 2000 duly elected President
Albert Gore Jr., and then Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin that helped to release Ambassador Wanta from his
illegal imprisonment in a Swiss dungeon.
Netanyahu then conspired to have then Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin assassinated before Rabin could
have the Israeli Supreme Court indict Netanyahu for
money laundry and enabling the illegal conversion of
funds.
Israeli patriot and war hero Yitzhak Rabin would
eventually be assassinated on Israeli soil with a plot to kill
him directed by none other than the Bush-Clinton Crime
Family Syndicate and then treasonous Israeli Cabinet
official Benjamin Netanyahu.

Reference: The late U.S. Ambassador to Libya, Christopher Stevens, and
U.S. CIA Director General David Petraeus had been conducting a sting
operation on behalf of the U.S. Provost Marshal against certain compromised
NSA and FBI officials who were using the diplomatic post in Benghazi to
engage in the aforementioned criminal activities including the actual funding
of Al Qaeda terrorist groups (hello JP Morgan).

UNITED States of America – It can now be reported that White
House and intelligence agency officials have admitted that the U.S.
State Department facility was not a registered U.S. State Department
Consulate but an unregistered diplomatic post, that was involved in
arms dealing, drug trafficking and also operated a JP MorganGoldman Sachs trading platform linked to the Omega Alpha Fund.
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Note: The GREEN RESISTANCE attack in Benghazi,
Libya took place one day after IMF President
Christine Lagarde had notified U.S. Treasury Secretary
Timothy Geithner that the unregistered diplomatic post in
Benghazi was engaged in the illegal use and money
laundry of the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocol funds.
Christopher Stevens, and U.S. CIA Director General David
Petraeus had been conducting a sting operation on behalf
of the U.S. Provost Marshal against certain compromised
NSA and FBI officials who were using the diplomatic post

in Benghazi to engage in the aforementioned criminal
activities including the actual funding of Al Qaeda terrorist
groups (hello JP Morgan).
Item: As we have reported in our previous intelligence
briefings, the night that the GREEN RESISTANCE attack
took place in Benghazi unprecedented, massive volatility
took place in gold, silver and energy futures. This was
clearly Omega Alpha Fund activity.
P.S. We can report that the current conflict in the Middle East
between Israel and Hamas is a scripted event with two goals in
mind:

Take Benghazi-Gate off the radar screen
The financial goal of boasting the price of crude oil futures aka
benefiting the Saudi royal family’s Citibank derivative holdings.
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P.P.S. We can also divulge that Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan
continue illegal manipulation of energy futures aka oil and natural
gas.
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Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan Chase, as well as Marc Rich’s Swissbased Glencore Commodities, continue to write illegal,
undermargined cross-collateralized derivatives (there is no real cash
involved) on the rogue London LIFFE Exchange.
Question: Are the aforementioned parties trying to pay the SEC fine leveled
against British Petroleum (BP)?
Item: There is an over abundance of worldwide oil and natural gas supplies.
Natural gas supplies and inventories, in fact, are at a ten-year record high.
P.P.P.S. At this hour, IMF worldwide implementation of the WantaReagan-Mitterrand Protocols continue at full speed with the final
approval of the bilateral tax agreement between the Austrian banks
and the U.S. Treasury is imminent.
President Barack Obama, who is on an overseas trip, will be meeting soon
with Russian Federation President Vladimir Putin concerning the $30
billion of Protocol funds owed the Russian Federation.
Accordingly, massive redemption and repatriation of collateralized assets aka
precious and industrial metals, as well as oil and natural gas holdings,
continue with eyes over the Philippines and UBS Switzerland.

IMF President Christine Lagarde’s latest statement about giving Greece a 2year extension on euro payments confirms that Protocol implementation
involving the sovereign treasuries of European Union nations is the final and
only real solution to the euro crisis. The ECB remains irrelevant.
Stay tuned for future intelligence briefings, which will include an update on
how alleged financial regulators do the bidding of financial giants like Bank
of America and JP Morgan Chase at the expense of the investments of
average middle class Americans.
Remember the massive cover up continues involving the illegal rigging of the
LIBOR rate and the massive money laundry tied to the terrorist nation of
Iran involving the aforementioned financial giants.
We will also have an update on the continued illegal NSA spying against the
American People, including phone tapping and illegal monitoring of
individual’s emails enabled by Microsoft.

